Abstract. The spacecraft in space is exposed to charged particle bombardment leading to significant charging and distorting the wake structure. The complexity of interaction between spacecraft and particle is difficult to assess, thus needs to be resolved numerically using appropriate method. Electro Magnetic Spacecraft Environment Simulator (EMSES) was developed based on Particle-in-Cell (PIC) which treated not only electrostatic phenomena but also selfconsistent analysis of electromagnetic effects on the spacecraft surfaces. We employed EMSES to simulate the charging of ERS-1 spacecraft and its influence on the vicinity of the spacecraft in low Earth orbit (LEO) environment. We focused on the floating potential of the spacecraft and the wake structure in the downstream region of the spacecraft. We also present the contribution of electric field to drive the ion trajectory passing through the sheath edge of the spacecraft.
Introduction
Spacecraft is always exposed to space plasma and electromagnetic radiation from space environment and interacts with its components and systems resulting in failures related charging.
In low Earth orbit (LEO) environment, space plasma is generally cold and dense, thus their effect on the spacecraft in terms of charging is not critical. Although the density is relatively high, the temperature is generally low giving rise to charging of the order a few volts negative [1] . Due to mesothermal motion of plasma in this regime, electron flows subsonically (V d < V the ) whereas ion streams supersonically (V d > V thi ). Here V d , V the and V thi represent the drift
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of ion void behind the spacecraft is formed in which the density of ion decreases intrusively around the wake centerline.
The wake structure in the downstream region of the object has been characterized through some features [2] , i.e., immediately resides behind the object of which the ion void exists; the presence of focusing effect, i.e., enhanced density in the downstream side, depending on the object potential as well as temperature ratio between electron and ion; the formation of concentration regions of ions around the wake axis at distance several Debye length from the object.
The wake structure in the downstream region strongly depends on the angle of attack of plasma motion into the spacecraft in addition to the spacecraft geometry as well as its electric potential [3] .
The interaction of ambient plasma with the spacecraft in the ionosphere overall yields negative charging less than 5V. As the thermal equilibrium is maintained, the velocity of plasma electron is extremely larger than that of plasma ion (V the ~ 43V thi ). As consequence, the spacecraft is more exposed to electron collision governing charge buildup on the spacecraft. In reality, charging on the spacecraft in LEO environment not only comes from the ionospheric plasma, but also from high energy charged particles especially during auroral zone passage. The inclusion of ambient plasma and auroral electrons impacts altogether on the spacecraft is somewhat problematic due to its complexity as shown through study done by Ahmad et al. (2018) [4] .
The complexity arises when one tries to get the detailed picture of interaction due to inhomogenity, non-linearity, and non-equilibrium phenomena of space environment [5] . In order to overcome this complexity, numerous numerical studies have been done and developed progressively such as done by Engwall et al. (2006) [6] that performed particle-in-cell (PIC) code [7] to an object in flowing tenuous plasma of solar wind as well as Wang et al. (2008) [8] for platform in ionospheric plasma. Furthermore, Miyake and Usui (2009) have developed a tool called EMSES [5] based on PIC code. This tool has been successfully simulated and demonstrated the behaviour of particles and their effects on the solid body in space. One of apllications of EMSES is to model the structure of plasma wake and potential around the double probe in cluster satellite [9] .
While many numerical simulations treated the electrostatic or electromagnetic phenomena separately, EMSES can treat not only electrostatic phenomena but also self-consistently analysis of electromagnetic effects on spacecraft surfaces. In this paper, we will present the charging and the distorted wake structure in the vicinity of the ERS-1 spacecraft by performing numerical simulations using EMSES. The purpose of the simulation is to well determine how much charging faced by ERS-1 spacecraft as a result of interaction with charged particles in addition to the modified wake structure obtained from EMSES simulation.

Numerical simulation by EMSES
The PIC method is broadly utilized in analyzing various microscopic phenomena in space plasmas. It has effectively solved the interaction between charged particles and the solid body especially in space. The PIC method describes a mini laboratory of space which consists of large number of macro charged particles, interacting each other under the influence of electromagnetic or electrostatic field. The use of PIC method hitherto focuses mainly on deriving the steady-state and electrostatic solutions [9] . To get a comprehensive picture of trancient and electrostatic processes of interaction which exist in space, it is needed to develope a tool that covers both phenomena where its scheme can be seen in Fig. 1 [9] .
EMSES is developed to overcome the aforementioned issues. Here, the spacecraft as inner boundaries is assumed as a conducting body at which the incoming or outgoing particles interact with it. In EMSES, the plasma is modeled as collection of superparticles distributed in certain volume and governed by the equation of motion. Their velocities are updated using Buneman-Boris scheme [7] . Furthermore, the electromagnetic field defined at grid points is solved by Maxwell's equation solvable through finite-difference time domain (FDTD) method.
Inside the simulation domain the fields are maintained at the grids, whereas the particles randomly move under the influence of the fields. In addition, the current density, J, in Maxwell's equation is derived through the charge flux, v, calculated at the particle positions to contiguous grid points [5] . The field, together with the particle dynamics, is updated self-consistenly using the scheme shown in Fig. 1 . 
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Since the spacecraft is treated as a perfect conducting body, its surface or geometry, represented by several grids in Cartesian coordinate system, is set along grid line where the electric field components are defined (see Fig. 1 , right panel in [5] ). The particles bombardment is assumed to occur at time of particles get inside the spacecraft surface and it occurs at very short time (t). The particles are assumed to be absorbed inside the body at time larger than t. In this state, the absorbed particles reside on the surface giving rise to the induced electric field.
The implementation of EMSES to describe the plasma and spacecraft interaction can be seen in section 4.
The Theory of Spacecraft Charging
Spacecraft charging is simply defined as charge accumulation on spacecraft surface [10] . A solid body in space can be charged by space plasma surrounding it giving rise to surface or internal charging. The level of charging, indicated by the object potential relatively to ambient plasma, depends on the currents balance incoming to/outgoing from the object surface as illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Incoming currents from ambient electrons (  as well as auroral electrons (  lead to negative charging, whereas incoming ambient ion currents (  ) together with outgoing currents, i.e., backscattered electrons ( 
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Here,  designates the total currents on the spacecraft surface. The net potential will be achieved under equilibrium condition, meaning  0. Which currents (incoming/outgoing) are more dominant on the surface will drive the negative/positive potential relatively to its environment. The current from auroral electrons is usually obtained during auroral zone passage or in the course of geomagnetically disturbed condition. The photoelectron currents significantly contribute to charge buildup when spacecraft is more exposed to sunlight. In low earth orbit (LEO) regime (altitude < 1000 km), the currents in (1) will invest the potential level through (2) [10] , by taking into account only the ambient electron and ion currents.
In above equation, , and represent the potential (V), electron temperature (K or eV) and spacecraft orbital velocity (m/s), respectively. All aforementioned equations are generally used to calculated the spacecraft potential analytically in LEO regime. However, in EMSES the potential is self-consistenly solved so that (1) is satisfied.
EMSES simulation on space plasma-spacecraft interaction.
We first selected the parameters for two species, i.e., ambient electron and ion distributed in LEO polar environment for ERS-1 case satellite. These parameters delineate ionospheric condition at time ERS-1 satellite passes through polar region giving rise to anomaly or failure [11] .
We then employed following assumptions, i.e., the spacecraft position is relatively fixed in the frame and the ionospheric plasma isotropically flows with respect to the spacecraft; the tem- ; the satellite is box-shaped with dimension 6 x 6 x 12 cm at the center of a computational box shown in Fig. 3 . In this simulation, the size of the spacecraft is assumed on the order of cm which is unreal. We intentionally used this assumption since it close to the order of the Debye length of ~1.3 cm. Moreover, using the real size of the spacecraft will require longer simulation time which is inappropriate for practical purpose seen in present study.
We set the direction of the magnetic field is perpendicular to the direction of spacecraft motion which is in z direction shown in Fig. 3 . We employed the magnitude of magnetic field around 27T obtained from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) in https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/geomag-web/#igrfwmm. We should point out that we utilized the real charge to mass ratio for oxygen ion and electron around 5.9. . The rate
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of mass ratio will affect the motion of ion reaching equilibrium state.
The simulation was run by using following numerical parameters, i.e., the number of grids in each side of the simulation region is 128 (Nx, Ny, Nz); integration time step (t) is 10 
cm (8.5 D ) behind the object. In this paper we define 'wake' as a region behind the spacecraft where the density of ions is much lower than that of electrons. The wake formed due to mesosonic motion of ambient plasma around the spacecraft (V thi < V sc < V the where V sc designates the spacecraft velocity). Here, the ambient plasma drifted with average velocity of 11.8 km/s, whereas the average thermal velocity for ions and electrons are 1.8 and 354 km/s, respectively and V sc ~ 7 km/s. The ion motion is too slow compared to electron, so that it takes time for ions to fill a region behind the spacecraft. It is also shown the electrons randomly distributed in the vicinity of the object, whereas ions scattered giving rise to two symmetric tails toward donwnstream region (white circles in Fig. 4 ).
The structure of wake at downstream region in the direction of parallel (x-axis) and perpendicular (z-axis) to spacecraft motion can also be seen in Fig. 5 . In Fig. 5 , the spacecraft position lies at the center of simulation box (61cm <x< 67 cm), and the wake centerline is centralized at z = 64 cm. In upper panel of Fig. 5 , it can be seen that the wake region in which the density of electrons is more dominant than that of ion spanning from the rear surface of the object to intersection point (P) at x 78 cm (~8.5 D ). Here the intersection point (P) refers to the point at which the density ratio of electron to ion is unity. The rarefaction of ion density 
inside the wakefield reaches ~61% compared to ion density in upstream side. This means that ions are mostly absorbed by the spacecraft potential leading to ion depletion in the wake region.
Conversely, in the upstream region the ion density is larger compared to electron density due to ion acceleration governed by electric field inside the sheath. Inside the sheath, the density of ions is much larger than that of electrons. The higher the magnitude of spacecraft potential, the more ions are captured and redirected by electric field toward the sheath.
We further looked up the structure of ion wake in the direction of perpendicular to the spacecraft motion (z-axis) shown in Fig. 5 (lower) . Here, we focus on the vertical wake struc- 
Since the acceleration of particle motion strongly depends on the electric field, we attempt to see the electric field distribution as well as the plasma current around the object shown in Fig. 7 . Here, we only show the behaviour of ion current rather than electron current due to electron randomness motion.
The ion trajectory is governed by the electric field. In this case, the flow energy of ion is larger than that of spacecraft potential by factor of 5. Thus, the ion flows toward the spacecraft without significant deflection explaining straightforward ion trajectory in Fig. 7 . As the ions gets closer and penetrates the sheath, the electric field starts accelerating the ion explaining the ion buildup in upstream region. Moreover, at distance around upper and lower edge of the sheath object, the ion trajectories are bended by the electric field (white circles) and elongates into downstream region. Nonetheless, inside the wake region close to wake centerline we can see the cavity indicating the ion void region.
Conclusion
We have performed numerical simulation using EMSES based on PIC method to study and assess the interaction between space plasma and the spacecraft. This tool has progressively resolved the particle dynamics as well as the electromagnetic field evolutions self-consistently.
EMSES has successfully demonstrated the charging on the object and the wake structure in the downstream side of the spacecraft. The electron temperature as well as the ambient density contribute to the spacecraft potential which in turn governs the wake structure formation.
In this simulation the structure of the wake is generally affected by the spacecraft potential.
The wake region is recognized as ion void region due to mesosonic motion of ambient plasma relatively to the spacecraft. Note the thermal velocity of ion is much lower than its flow velocity by factor of 6. As consequence, there exists time lapse for ions to fulfil immediate area behind the spacecraft. Conversely, due to their high thermal motion the ambient electrons comply the ion void region explaining the dominance of electron density to ion density shown in Fig. 5 (upper panel).
The floating potential obtained in this simulation has a good agreement with other studies in which the average potential in LEO regime is less than 5V (negative). This is the typical charging as result of interaction between LEO spacecraft and merely ambient plasma. The negative potential of 2V in this case, through the electric field, can bend the ion trajectories which pass over the sheath edges (upper and lower) leading to ion concentration shown through green circles at lower panel in Fig. 5 .
